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i am using opticstudio version 190731. i have purchased the upgrade. the file have this problem.when i open the file in opticstudio, there is only one file opened.i cannot open more than one file. is there any way to solve this problem? i've been an optics studio customer for 10 years. my opticstudio files always show up as new. as an optics
studio customer i have been a much happier camper. however, recently i've seen zemax rebranding. i have a genuine concern that zemax is going to continue with a 'different' optics studio version. you can read about that here: i have an optics studio pro. i always get optics studio updates when they are released. my earlier version of optics
studio was 21.2.2 and now i have version 15 and it seems to be a new version. i didn't download the 15 version myself. when i got the update it told me it was a new version of the optics studio. i didn't know what to do. optics studio version 15 is on a different page than 21. i called zemax and they told me to download 15 version and that i
should be ok. i've been using optics studio for ten years and i have always received an update for every version release so i thought i was ok. now i have version 15 and i am not sure what to do. i don't want to lose my records. i have photos taken at our local workshops with all the plan and reenactment. so what should i do? please can
zemax change the way it installs updates. i don't know of any other software that installs updates as a new application and leaves behind clutter like this (16 separate instances are listed in my app list). and of course the list just keeps getting longer with every update zemax brings out. is it safe to delet the old versions if it is then it shouldn't
be left to the user to clear up zemax's mess, it should be done automatically at the end of an update installation. if it isn't then you should change it so that there is only one app listed and ensure it isn't taking up unnecessary storage space. as it stands it doesn't give me with confidence that opticstudio isn't going to crash my system at some
point.
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